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Schmartboard Needs Your Vote!

Schmartboard is involved a contest to receive a grant. The grant would allow us to 

release products faster, make more people aware of our advantages and hire some 

people. Schmartboard has had great success over our short history, thanks to all of 

you. With a few extra dollars, we could do so much to add value to our lineup. The 

contest is linked below. Please take a minute and vote for Schmartboard. 

 

The Small Business Grant Contest

New Products Added

Schmartboard added a few accessory items 

based on user input. We sell many wire 

jumpers each month. Our pricing is aggressive 

and our quality is better than many 

competitors. The type of heat shrunk terminal 

connector we use also has the advantage of 

squeezing into small areas, whereas other 

types require a space of at least 0.1". We 

have added a few combo packs. We have 

previously offered a 100 piece combo pack for $40. For some, this quantity is 

overkill. We have thus added a 50 piece combo pack and 25 piece combo pack. 

We also plan to announce some new jumper wire products shortly.

November Special

2" x 2" Tacki Pak for 50% off while supplies 

Last. Electronic components and small 

assemblies are susceptible to ESD and physical 

damage as they are handled and stored. Tacki 

Pad™ provides an ESD safe, non-adhesive 

tacky surface that will limit component 

movement. No longer will parts slide into each 

other causing damage. Excellent reusability; 

just clean with IPA wipes to remove FOD and rejuvenate surface tack level.

Schmartboard Daily Electronics News

Schmartboard has put together a daily 

electronics newsletter which aggregates 

news from many of the popular electronics 

news sources. The paper will be updated every 

day at 7:00 am PST. If you see value in it, you 

can subscribe, which will send you a daily e-

mail, or bookmark it. Some of the content 

sources include EDN, ECN, Technology Review, 

EEVBLOG, EEWEB, Mouser Electronics, Radio 

Shack, EE Times, Nuts and Volts, Make, IEEE 

and more.

Schmartboard Around the Web

An interview with Schmartboard CEO, Andrew 

Yaung is the lead story in the current EEWeb 

Pulse Magazine. Other recent Schmartboard 

press includes: A blog posted by Andrew Back 

on "Prototyping Arduino Shields with 

Surface Mount Technology" and 

"Breadboarding with a 144 Core Processor" 

on Hack A Day. Additionally, Arduino in 

Romania showed off a couple Schmartboard 

products.

Facebook & Twitter Special

We will have a special sometime this month for fans of our Facebook and Twitter 

Fans this month. You have to be connected to us though, or you will miss it. 

www.facebook.com/schmartboard www.twitter.com/schmartboard 

Schmartboard SMT Prototyping Shield for Arduino

We will give one away every month from June through the end of the 2012. Sign up 

today! You only have to enter once to cover you for the full extent of the contest. 

 

This month's winner is: Matthew Casari of Berlin, Vermont. What will Matthew 

build with it? "An ultrasonic bat detector." How cool is that?!

We regularly give something away on our Facebook Fan Page. 

www.facebook.com/schmartboard 
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Important SchmartLinks 

for you to bookmark:

SchmartBlog 
Facebook 
YouTube 

Yahoo Group 
Flickr 

Twitter 
LinkedIn

SchmartBoard, Inc. 
Make Money With Your Website 

SchmartBoard Distributors 
SchmartBoard in the Press 
SchmartBoard Parts Index 

Pick Your PIC 
Have You Tried SchmartSolder? 

Are You New To Electronics? 
Help Us Design Our Next Product

JUST FOR FUN

Schmartboard for Robotics

Schmartboard was at RobotWars
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